Listing ID: 1054
Company Name: Vijesh & Company
Description: The company is promoted by the
dynamic technologist Mr. Mahesh Kinger who is
in the field of confectionery since 1970. Mr.
Mahesh Kinger started his career with small
scale industries in Mumbai. For starting his own
venture, he came to Ahmedabad and developed
fully automatic plant, with English machinery to
manufacturer toffees and candies under the
brand name of &quot;SIMCO&quot;. But he was
an engineering research oriented brain. He
wanted to be more into technology driven
business so he established a unit to
manufacture confectionery machinery at Vatva,
Ahmedabad in 1978. In other words he is a
pioneer in manufacturering confectionery
machinery. <br><br>Mr. Mahesh Kinger was
looking after R&amp;D, Production, Quality
control and after sales services. <br><br>But in
group work he didn&#039;t get open sky as he
wanted to make a complete technology driven
organization, he established a new unit name
Vijesh &amp; Company in GIDC Vatva,
Ahmedabad. Here he brought about revolution
in machinery and developed many new
machinery. With the latest technology he
exported with his own license within a year.
<br><br>Business
<br><br>The
following
constitute the standard features and USP of our
machines:<br><br>Operational
simplicity<br><br>Flexibility<br><br>Interchang
eability
<br><br>Long
term
reliability<br><br>The Company maintains a
well-monitored distribution network in India with
worldwide
online
connectivity,
and
is
continually abreast with modern advances in
auxiliary
healthcare
support
systems.<br><br>Performance by Ingenuity
&amp; Design<br><br>Adaptation for distinct
&amp; specific client requirements is actually
acknowledgement of custom needs in a
changing market. To achieve and fulfill this a
combination of modified configuration, optimal
cycle time, and realistic cost of the machine,
CAD solutions, and product research by
specialised engineers and technicians was
initiated as &quot;standard and flexible
options&quot;.<br><br>Vijesh&#039;s
engineers and designers ensure better
profitability, better productivity by minimal
power
consumption
&amp;
competitive

pricing.<br><br>Our Services <br><br>Vijesh
&amp; Company has earned good credit for
it&#039;s after-sales service. It provides after
sales service around the clock.<br><br>Also on
offer is the &#039;Complete Processing
Project&#039;
.
Whole
confectionery
manufacturing plants are set up for clients who
prefer a synergic working between the various
processes for the obvious and extra advantages
in terms of production time, elimination of down
time
losses
and
economic
power
utilization.<br><br>Mr. Mahesh Kinger, the
Director
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